Italian non-profit, Giano Family, helps families with online security

You know how you always have to help your family & friends with computer problems and offer advice on useful applications & hardware for their needs? They are pretty lucky to have you.

Much in the same way, Italy is lucky to have the Giano Family, a non-profit organization that does just that for Italian families. Not only do they provide free technical support, but they also help families secure their online experience, on the computer or mobile. They graciously created an Italian guide to Kytephone for our Italian users.

It’s a pretty amazing organization that does great service. Here’s a brief description of what they are about (in their words):

Giano Family is a FREE service to protect families from the risks related to Internet browsing.

Giano Family expert team is available to help you to safely and correctly set up and use your personal devices.

At your request, they will provide advice, report the programs that best suit the needs of your family, and if you have problems with your PC, with your consent they will install directly acting remotely.
In this portal we indicate the best free available software to safeguard your PC and your Smartphone and Tablet from:

- Viruses
- Auto-Installing Malicious Programs (Spyware)
- Junk E-Mail (Spam)
- Unreliable/Unsuitable browsing sites for minors
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